ReflexClient 4.2: New features
Volume Software is pleased to introduce ReflexClient version 4.2. This version includes many evolution
relating to the agenda, contacts and notes. Let's detail the changes we made to improve even further
ReflexClient.

Agenda
Syncing appointments for which I am the organizer
Appointments created in my external agenda are immediately synced with ReflexClient.
The appointment details window displays all invited attendees and their reply.
Recurring appointments are synced in the same fashion as
standard appointments (see "Management of recurring appointments").

Syncing appointments to which I am invited

The appointment is immediately synced in ReflexClient,
whether the organizer belongs or not to my contacts.
After a server synchronization, if other internal users are
also invited, they will appear in the list of attendees (as well
as their reply).
Replies to invitations are no longer made in ReflexClient but
in the external messaging, the reply is displayed in ReflexClient for information purposes only.
Recurring appointments are synced in the same fashion as
standard appointments (see "Management of recurring appointments").
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Description of events
The description of an event is transmitted when it is synced. If modifications are brought to the description in the external agenda, these are passed on to ReflexClient.
Below, the same appointment when it is created via Google (left), and then synced in ReflexClient (right).

This description cannot be modified in ReflexClient. For this purpose, the Complementary description
window is available, allowing you to enter notes which you'll be able to modify at will.
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Co-workers agenda
The events belonging to a third party agenda are now identified by initials of the user, displayed in a
coloured square.

Agenda configuration
A new check box offers the ability to disable the synchronization of recurring events and a cursor now
enables to limit the horizon in the future. This prevents you from syncing to many recurring events, for
example if several daily appointments are synced over a full year.

Inclusion of shared agendas in the configuration of Gmail accounts.
◄ The user agenda is designated as main agenda.
The shared agenda displays in
the list.
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Contacts
Management of invitations
Invitations from an organizer whose email address is unknown in ReflexClient are now imported.

Contact creation
As shown in the screenshot above, the

button allows to create easily a contact from an unknown

email address. When the address is under the name.surname@company.com, ReflexClient pre-fills the
name and surname fields in the contact record, and if contacts belonging to the same company we already added, the company is also populated automatically.
Contact export
You can export ReflexClient contacts to Outlook/Google. The selection of exported contacts is based on
a list among those available under the "Contacts" tab.
These contacts are exported in a specific folder named "ReflexClient-[environnement]".
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Appointments
Management of recurring appointments
Recurring appointments are periodic events for which are defined a frequency and a horizon in your
external agenda (for example, below, training sessions scheduled daily at 9:30).
You can now import your recurring appointments from your external agenda to ReflexClient. The import conditions are the same as those which apply for non-recurring appointments.
Recurring appointments are identified by their mauve colour:

In the details window, a mention reminds the recurring nature of the appointment:

Please note that you can create exceptions by moving the appointment in your Google/Outlook agenda.
This exception will be passed on to ReflexClient and, in the appointment details window, a text line will
indicate the initial scheduling:
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Appointment horizon
In the configuration screen for appointment lists, the "Include past appointments" window is replaced
by a "Horizon in the past" cursor which allows you to limit the number of past appointments displayed.

Notes
New entry window
The note entry window was replaced.
You can now give a title to your notes (1) and assign colours to note types (2). The addition of attachments is now performed directly in the window (3).
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◄ The colour flags enable you to identify quickly the various note types in the list of notes.
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General
Addition of attachments
In Outlook, email attachments can, one by one, be drag-and-dropped to ReflexClient attachments, without having to save them beforehand.

In the same way, you can add a full email (attachments included) with a drag-and-drop from your messaging software.
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Base administration
Choice of environment
The choice of an environment is now required when creating a client base. It is not necessary to intervene on existing bases.

Production cube
Cutting-die
The "Cutting-die" category was added to the list of available data in the production cube.
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